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St. Augustine in the Seventeenth-Century:

Capital of La Florida
by Susan Richbourg Parker
n 1600 St. Augustine was the only European settlement in
today's United States and the capital of Spain's territory known
as La Florida. 1 The city was thirty-five years old as the sixteenth
century blended into the seventeenth. Threats to St. Augustine's
survival began and ended the seventeenth century. The Spanish
crown's 1602 investigation about whether to retain St. Augustine
began the century. A hundred years later the 1702 siege and
burning by invaders from English Carolina ended the century. In
between those events, St. Augustine endured decades of epidemics
and the rise of piracy. The last third of the century saw an influx of
money to build a strong fortress and more soldiers to protect the
city and the La Florida colony as English settlements moved ever
closer and into Spanish-claimed lands.
Even at the young age of thirty-five, St. Augustine had endured
longer than many European settlements in North America. But

I

Susan Richbourg Parker is the Executive Director of the St. Augustine Historical
Society. She received her Ph.D. in Colonial U.S. History from the University of
Florida. She has published extensively on St. Augustine and on the Spanish period
of Florida history.
Juan de OD.ate established a "Spanish base amidst the Pueblos" of New Mexico
1
in 1598, rather than setting up a European-style town. David]. Weber, The
Spanish Frontier in North America (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992), 7982, quote on 80. Kathleen Deagan provides a succinct history (with important
sources) for St. Augustine's earliest years in "The Historical Archaeology of
Sixteenth-Century La Florida" Florida Historical Quarterly 91, no. 3 (2013): 359362.
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neither the French nor the English had been able to set up an
enduring foothold in today's United States either. Eighty years
of Native American resistance, ill-informed planning and supply
problems, bad weather, lack of knowledge about North America,
and back-stabbing among competitive adventurers of all nations
had stymied the development of European-style towns. 2
St. Augustine had not escaped threats to its existence. In the
year 1600, it is doubtful that the 35-year-old city could claim any
buildings that were builtduringitsfoundingyear. Raw, replacement
buildings served as a tangible testament to the city's vicissitudes and
losses. After St. Augustine's first nine months, the colonists moved
the city across the Matanzas River estuary to the barrier island
today called Anastasia Island. Six or seven years later, 1572 or 1573,
the town relocated back to the mainland and began to resemble
a Spanish city. In 1586 English adventurer Francis Drake attacked
and much of St. Augustine was destroyed during the raid. Pedro
Menendez Marquez reported that "the Indians began to burn the
town" and soon after Drake attacked the fort, they looted it. 3 How
ironic that the assault which devastated the town bequeathed us the
first drawing of any city in the United States-a map showing what
the raid would demolish. 4 Fray (Brother) Andres de San Miguel
described the rebuilt city in 1595: "All the walls of the houses are
wood and the roofs are palm, the principal ones boarded .... The
Spanish make the walls of their houses with cypress wood because

2

3

4

Within two weeks of establishing St. Augustine on September 8, 1565, troops
from the new Spanish settlement routed the French living at Fort Caroline
Gacksonville). The French retaliated three years later by destroying the
subsequent Spanish fort at the same site. Spanish officials themselves twice
(in 1576 and 1587) ended their own settlement of Santa Elena at Port Royal
Sound (South Carolina). Santa Elena's residents relocated to St Augustine
or to other Spanish venues. The 1584 English settlement at Roanoke Island
(North Carolina) did not survive. The Roanoke colonists were abandoned and
they disappeared. See 500 Years of Florida History-The Sixteenth Century, Florida
Historical Quarterly, 91 , no. 3 (2013).
See Jonathan DeCoster, "Entangled Borderlands: Europeans and Timucuans
in Sixteenth-Century Florida," Florida H istorical Quarterly 91, no. 3 (Winter
2013):398; Paul E. Hoffman, Florida's Frontiers (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 2002), 72.
"The view of St. Augustine is the earliest engraving of any locality in
the United States." Library of Congress, http: / / www.loc.gov/ teachers/
classroommaterials/ lessons/ drake/ pdf/ map. pdf (accessed September 11,
2013).
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the part of it in the ground does not rot." He commented that the
city was "half a league wide," but said nothing of streets and plazas. 5
Upon arrival in 1597, La Florida's new governor, Gonzalo
Mendez (de) Canzo would have found the city of San Miguel's
memory. Mendez Canzo described the pitiful state of St. Augustine
as a background to boast of the improvements that he immediately
instituted. 6 Mendez Canzo focused on his accomplishment of
imposing Spain's city- planning ordinances on the Florida capital.
The governor assured that the streets adhered to royal criteria,
established the market place in the town's main square (plaza)
and mandated the use of standard weights and measures for
transactions-perhaps the first consumer protection policy in what
is today the United States. Using his own money, Mendez Canzo
relocated his executive residence to a higher and drier site adjacent
to the city's plaza. He complained that the previous location of the
governor's house near the waterfront was unhealthy and subject
to erosion, probably referring to the casa de gobernador shown in
the circa 1593 drawing by Hernando de Mestas. Mendez Canzo
purchased the property from Maria de Pomar (a relative of Pedro
Menendez) for 600 ducats. The site included a house, kitchen and
a field, all fenced with cedar palings. Also included were sites that
would be sold for soldier's houses and others that were rented out.
The governor reported that he made improvements, probably to
have the location of the governor's office comply with Spanish
ordinances that major buildings face the main square (plaza).
5

6

John H. Hann, trans., An Early Florida Adventure Story by Fray Andres de San
Miguel (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2001), 76-77. San Miguel was a
Carmelite lay brother.
Mendez Canzo was designated governor of Florida to reward him for success
against Francis Drake at Sanjuan (Puerto Rico). In the summer of 1595, Mendez
Canzo sank the Francis, a vessel of Drake's fleet, and captured 26 sailors as well
as documents that outlined Drake's plan to attack Sanjuan. In November 1595,
Mendez Canzo served as commander of the artillery units of forts in San Juan
that drove off Drake's fleet, which was coming to raid two crippled, silver-laden
Spanish ships in the harbor. See Charles W. Arnade, Florida on Tria~ 1593-1602
(Coral Gables, FL: University of Miami Press, 1959), 5-7.
Mendez Canzo was the first "outsider" governor to serve in Florida for
any significant period of time. The governorship had been monopolized by
the Menendez family or members of the Asturian founding clique who had
arrived in Florida in 1565. Pedro Menendez Marquez, nephew of Pedro
Menendez, had refused another appointment as governor, then accepted it
but was delayed. Domingo Martinez Avendano was appointed to the post in
1594, but he died of a heart attack after only a short term and probably not
enough time elapsed for him to rile the local factions.
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When Mendez Canzo departed Florida, he offered the house to
the crown for 1,500 ducats, a bankruptcy price in the governor's
opinion. The Crown paid him 1,000 ducats. Florida now had an
official, crown-owned capitol and executive mansion. Prior to the
crown's purchase governors had lived in private homes. Florida's
colonial seat of government would occupy this location for more
than two centuries and it remains a government site today-the
oldest government site in the United States. 7
The town described by Mendez Canzo was soon altered. In the
spring of 1599 widespread fire burned the Franciscan mc.nastery
( convento) and the south end of the town. On September 22, 1599,
only a few months later, a strong hurricane assailed the structures
built to replace those destroyed during Drake's raid. Alonso (de)
las Alas described how the seas rose, destroyed the island that
sheltered the port, destroyed many houses and caused part of the
wooden fort to collapse. Alas recalled that the sea water was waist
deep in many places and at his house it reached almost to his face.
The water had reached inland to the San Sebastian mission village,
where many natives were drowned. Alas was probably describing
what today we know to be a storm surge. 8
Financing La Florida
Spanish St. Augustine also experienced all of the problems,
of human or other origins, that beset the other (failed) early
European settlements in North America, but financial support
by the Spanish crown for the La Florida colony and its capital of
St. Augustine enabled the town to endure. With its dependence
on royal funds as a military post (presidio) and its role to protect
Spain's interest, St. Augustine's existence was tied to events in
Europe and the rest of the Americas-perhaps more closely than
other areas of the Spanish empire that were self-supporting. Six
years after the 1565 founding of St. Augustine, the Spanish crown
realized that its mainland colony of La Florida could not yet be
self-sustaining and established a subsidy (situado) to provide the
funds to maintain the colony, its settlements and settlers. Spain

7

8

Papers Relating to sale of Governor's St. Augustine House, which Gonzalo
Mendez Canzo brought from Maria de Pomar, Archivo General de Indias
(AGI) Santo Domingo 82, Year of 1603-1604.
Arnade, Florida on Trial, 16.
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The building to the right of the dock is the governor's (general's) house and
most likely portrays the one disdained by Governor Mendez Canzo. To the left of
the dock stands the soldiers' house with the church behind. Portion of map by
Hernando de Mestas c. 1593, redrawn by Albert Manucy. (St. Augustine Historical
Society, Manucy collection.)

could not afford to leave the Florida peninsula unmanned and
unoccupied (by Spaniards), open to possession by a rival nation or
pirates. The Florida peninsula was strategically located along the
route used by the Spanish fleets that carried the produce of the
Indies to Spain. Historian Engel Sluiter notes that in the 1630s as
Spain was on the defensive in every part of the globe, "the strategic
importance of Florida to Spain ... was greater than ever." 9 With
the "situado solution" the crown assumed financial responsibility

9

Engel Sluiter, The Florida Situado: Quantifying the First Eighty Years, 1571-1651
(Gainesville: University of Florida Libraries, 1985), quotation on 8.
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for the military and for the needs of the Roman Catholic Church
and its Native American converts. The situado provided funds for
soldiers and support personnel, such as harbor pilots, weapons and
munitions, as well as gifts for Native American leaders ( caciques).
The situado also paid to maintain St. Augustine's parish church
and its priest(s) and supported Franciscan missionary friars and
missions. The crown had assigned to the treasury of Mexico City
the responsibility for paying the La Florida situado. A Florida
official, the situador, travelled to Mexico to collect the situado
funds and there purchased supplies for La Florida, thus benefitting
Mexican producers. In Mexico situado funds purchased flour, olive
oil, vinegar, hardtack, gifts for caciques, sacramental furnishings,
weapons and munitions, luxurious banners and silver chalices. 10
Amy Turner Bushnell explains that "the situado was not a single
fund, but the sum of several" and notes that the disbursement of
the funds was "not as constant as the obligation itself." For Florida
it was the irregularity of the delivery of the situado as much as,
and perhaps more than, the size of the payments of the situado
that buffeted the lives of the residents. 11 Numerals in accounting
records paint a different picture than the words of Florida officials.
Sluiter's table of situado payments over the eighty-year period from
1571to1651 reveals that payments were made and for the most part
within a reasonable time. He asserts that scholars have relied on
"non-enumerative sources,'' full of complaints about insufficient
funds and neglect to construct the pitiful portrait of La Florida
and St. Augustine. (However, Sluiter points out that in the years
between 1636 and 1648, problems in Mexico's economy resulted in
delays for St. Augustine's situado.) 12 Officials who needed to make a
10

11

12

Bushnell describes the work and negotiations of the situador in King's Coffer,
70-74. For an example of sacramental items, see Salvador de Cigarroa, List
of Items Secured in Mexico, 1669 January 24, included in correspondence of
Marques de Mancera, 1669 April 20, AGI SC 58-2-2/ 14.
Bushnell, Situado and Sabana: Spain's Support System for the Presidio and Mission
Provinces of Florida (New York: American Museum of Natural History, 1994)
43-48, quotes on 44 and 45. Amy Turner Bushnell introduced the apt phrase
"situado solution. "
Sluiter, 2, 8-9. Ligia Bermudez concluded that for the second Spanish period
(1784-1821) governors likewise complained about the irregular arrival of
monies, but the accounting records reveal that the funds usually did arrive
and were usually on time; the problem in the later period lay with the manner
of distributing the funds in an annual lump sum. See Ligia Bermudez, "The
Situado: A Study in the Dynamics of East Florida's Economy During the
Second Spanish Period, 1785-1820" (MA thesis, University of Florida, 1989).
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case in their reports to justify continued funding often emphasized
the dire financial situation and thus the endless threat to life itself.
- Charles Arnade, John Jay TePaske (for the eighteenth century)
and others incorporated the story of the constantly tattered and
starving population of St. Augustine, reduced to living on cats and
dogs, roots and berries. Scholars and the public came to accept
this description of privation. Until Sluiter's work is replicated for
the years after 1651, we still have only the narrative, and at times,
melodramatic reports to describe the financial situation of St.
Augustine. 13 Disbursement in Mexico did not always mean delivery
to St. Augustine. Storms and pirates might appear during the
voyage, taking money and supplies. It probably did not matter to
the ordinary soldier and his family in St. Augustine what caused the
shortages and their personal distress. Ships captured or ships sunk
by bad weather resulted in the same problems for St. Augustine.
But was the expense of the situado worth the benefit to the
crown? On August 30, 1602, Fernando Valdes arrived in St.
Augustine to conduct an inquiry, today we might call it a feasibility
study, about whether maintaining St. Augustine and the Florida
colony justified the crown's expenditures. Witnesses began making
their statements the day after Valdes's arrival and ended on
September 17. In Florida on Trial, Arnade provides us the highlights
of the testimony about the Indians and descriptions and assessments
of the land and the coast. Some witnesses had been in Florida since
the founding of St. Augustine and the inquiry offers a freeze-frame
oflife in early Spanish Florida. Five years after the inquiry, Spain's
King Philip III made a decision about St. Augustine and signed
the February 13, 1607 order to dismantle the settlement's fort and
to relocate the Christianized Indians to the island of Hispaniola.
The order arrived in St. Augustine in October, but was disregarded
because in the interim English colonists had established themselves
in Virginia and changed the dynamics in the southeast. Now St.
Augustine could not be abandoned. The English presence in the
Chesapeake caused the Spanish crown in the summer of 1608 to
withdraw its directive to abandon St. Augustine. The establishment
of Virginia ensured Spain's continued financial and material
support for La Florida.
13

Arnade, Florida on Trial and The Siege of St. Augustine in 1702 (Gainesville:
University Presses of Florida, 1959); John Jay TePaske, The Governorship of
Spanish Florida, 1700-1763 (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1964).
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Successful miss10nization in La Florida and petitions from
Franciscan friars also influenced the king. With converts now
counted in the thousands, the Spanish crown could not abandon
the new Christians and the obligation to provide priests and the
necessities for Catholic worship and a Christian life. 14 The St.
Augustine question decided, the Franciscans increased their efforts
to establish missions to the north and especially to the west of St.
Augustine-and with success. For the next seventy years much of
the Europeans' energies in Florida would focus on the hinterland
and to converting the natives to Christianity, inculcating them with
European values and incorporating them into La Florida's Spanish
society. Indians in missions grew corn to help sustain the presidia,
provided labor for defense works, worked as personal servants, and
at times served as defenders of the Spanish presence outside of St.
Augustine.
"The inhabitants were of all colours, whites, negroes, mulattoes,
Indians, &c" 15

In 1600 St. Augustine's population was composed of
descendants of its Spanish founders (creoles) and some other
Europeans as well as blacks who had come from Spain, Mexico
or Cuba. Most of this latter group were crown slaves, some were
privately owned, but some were free. Shipwrecked passengers from
several countries added to the polyglot mix on the capital's streets. 16
Native Americans also were represented in the urban population.
They came into town from the missions close to St. Augustine and
some of the women married Spanish men, creating a new mestizo
group. Other Indians were detainees relocated to St. Augustine
in 1597 after participating in rebellions at the Georgia coastal

14
15

16

]. Leitch Wright, Jr., Anglo-Spanish Rivalry in North America (Athens: University
of Georgia Press, 1971), 35-39; Hoffman, Florida 's Frontiers, 98-99.
John Bartram 's comment on St Augustine in 1765 fits the seventeenth century
as well. William Stork, An A ccount ofEast-Florida with journal Kept by john Bartram
(London: W. Nicoll, 1769).
San Miguel commented that he was told that most of the soldiers were
shipwreck survivors and mentioned a Portuguese and a Fleming. See Early
Flmida Adventure, 70.
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missions or involved in killing the governor's envoy in villages near
Cape Canaveral. 17
The records of St Augustine's Roman Catholic parish church
document the lives of St. Augustine's residents and illustrate the
mixture of persons in the city. The oldest record, dated February
2, 1594, documents the marriage of two Spanish persons. On the
same page is the earliest record of a Native American, Leonor, who
married a Spanish soldier in 1594. The oldest record of blacks is a
very short entry from 1598 noting the marriage of "Simon Negro"
and "Maria Negra" .18

Plagues and Population Decline
The prevailing opinion amongst scholars is that nothing much
happened in St. Augustine in the seventeenth century until the
1672 construction of Castillo de San Marcos-a period of seven
decades. During those years, St. Augustine experienced epidemic
after epidemic. Invisible viruses and bacteria do not provide
stories that capture the imagination, yet these unseen and silent
villains killed far more residents of La Florida than did bold
and self-promoting raiders. The population could not grow by
natural increase while epidemics killed the settlement's residents.
Population information for St. Augustine relies on sporadic

17

18

The killing of five Franciscan friars in Georgia and ensuing rebellion has
been retold and interpreted many times, most recently in Sarah M.S. Pearsall,
"'Having Many Wives' in Two American Rebellions: The Politics of Households
and the Radically Conservative," American Historical Review 118 (2013): 10011028. Less well known is the resistance in which Surruques killed, quartered ,
and roasted Governor Mendez Canzo's emissary Juan Ramfrez de Contreras.
The Surruque chief ordered the soldier's remains distributed among his
subordinate chiefs for consumption. See John E. Worth, The Timucuan
Chiefdoms of Spanish Florida Vol. 1 (Gainesville: University Press of Florida,
1998), 49.
Cathedral Parish Records (CPR), Archives of Diocese of St. Augustine, St.
Augustine, Florida. See Michael V. Gannon's The Cross in the Sand: The Early
Catholic Church in Florida, 1513-1870 (Gainesville: University of Florida Press,
1965), 191-192, for a description of the parish records and a list of the books ..
The missions kept their own books of the sacraments.
The record for Simon and Maria includes only their names and race. It
does not clarify whether the bride and groom were free persons or enslaved.
It is unusual for records of Africans not to contain information on this status.
Entries for slaves usually included the names of their owners or denominate
them as free. See Ecclesiastical & Secular Sources for Slave Societies at http: / I
www.vanderbilt.edu/ esss/ spanishflorida/index. php.
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Drawing of a Native American jar fragment with European name incised in vessel's
interior. The name was incised by holding the jar in an inverted position. The
writing suggests the name "Gonzalo," Gonzales" or "Gonzals" . The shard was found
during the excavation of a late 17-century well about 500 feet south of the site of the
Franciscan monastery (convento) in St. Augustine. (Courtesy of Carl Halbirt, City of
St. Augustine Archaeology Program. Drawing by Elainejuzwick.)

reports, which were often estimates. Population data for other
contemporary areas are probably no better.
Three reports on St. Augustine's population written near the
beginning of the seventeenth century, between 1598 and 1606 and
before the epidemics struck, are mostly in agreement. Governor
Mendez Canzo noted that in 1598 that there were 225 soldiers for
the fort and an additional 400 "mouths" in St. Augustine. Four years
later he reported a population of eighty married couples, and fiftysix black slaves, twenty of them newly arrived. Bishop Juan de las
Cabezas Altamirano reported that during his 1606 visit to La Florida,
before the ravages of epidemics, he confirmed 350 adults in the St.
Augustine church and another twenty Spaniards and 216 Indians at
Mission Nombre de Dios, located within a mile of the city. 19

19

Arnade, Florida on Trial, 8-9; Gannon, Cross in the Sand, 46-47.
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Epidemics dominated the first half of the seventeenth century
in St. Augustine and the Florida colony. While residents of Florida's
capital succumbed to diseases, so too did residents of other cities
in the Americas and in urban centers throughout Europe. That
disease devastated Amerindians is now a well-accepted premise.
Historians and anthropologists of Florida have written of the
population decline as epidemics killed huge numbers of Native
Americans in the southeast. 20 Anthropologistjohn Worth describes
the seventeenth-century mission era as being a time of "a free-fall
decline" in population. The decline mystified Florida's Governor
Luis de Rojas y Borja (1624-1630). His successor, Governor Andres
Rodriguez de Villegas, was puzzled as well, declaring in 1630 that
Florida Indians were "the best treated in America," although it is
doubtful that the Florida Natives shared His Lordship's positive
view of the situation. Florida officials were puzzled that the Indians
continued to succumb for they believed themselves to be especially
ungreedy and lax in their demands with "no encomiendas, obrajes
[sweatshops] or mines," but still "they [died] here as elsewhere."
The shrinking Native population ultimately meant fewer producers
of food for the Spanish. An epidemic in 1655 so diminished the
number of Timucua Indians of northeastern Florida who were
available to grow corn to feed St. Augustine that Governor Diego
de Rebolledo (1654-1659) raided other Native groups to acquire
workers to plant fields near St. Augustine. 21
Epidemics spread also through the streets and outskirts of St.
Augustine. An epidemic between 1614 and 1617 killed half of the
mission Indians living near St. Augustine. The number of burials
in St. Augustine jumped in 1623-a relative increase for the actual
numbers are low. Burial records for St. Augustine are missing for
the years between 1638 and 1720. 22 We have to rely on anecdotal

20

21

22

Arny Bushnell has given attention to epidemics in St. Augustine in The
King's Coffer: Proprietors of the Spanish Florida Treasury, 1565-1702 (Gainesville:
University Presses ofFlorida,1981) and in Situado and Sabana.
Bushnell, Situado and Sabana, 118, 122, 129-131 , quotes on 122; Worth,
Timucuan Chiefdoms of Spanish Florida, 1:213; John H. Hann, A History of the
Timucua Indians and Missions (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1996),
192, 261-265. Hann asserts that the Timucua bore the full brunt of a series of
epidemics from 1614-1617 by virtue of their close contact with the pathogencarrying Spanish Floridians.
Baptismal and marriage records for the 1630s, 1640s, and 1650 are available
but abbreviated in comparison to earlier records. Also, the burial entries are
inconsistent for the two decades before 1638. The parish records for this
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reports of epidemics and impressions of the writers. Reports reveal
the deaths of the governor and royal officials by name, but the
_names of ordinary individuals who succumbed are not included in
the documents.
In 1648, yellow fever crossed from West Africa to the Americas
and the following year mosquito larvae carried in ships' water casks
brought the "black vomit," as it was known to St. Augustine. Young
adults in the prime of life were the most susceptible. ]. R. McNeill
states that for the next 250 years yellow fever was the "most feared
disease among whites in the Greater Caribbean." In St. Augustine
an outbreak of small pox followed the yellow fever. The epidemics
of 1649-1651 counted Governor Salazar Vallecilla (1645-1646;
1648-1651), Florida's treasurer Francisco Menendez Marquez, two
company captains, and many Franciscan friars among its victims.
The governor's death offered opportunities for local officials to
occasionally serve as the interim head of the colony. Members of
St. Augustine's confraternities and the Third Order of St. Francis
probably put themselves in harm's way as they fulfilled their
obligations to their confraternal brothers and sisters, watching at
their sickbeds "until God took them," shrouding the bodies, and
lowering the deceased residents into St. Augustine's sandy soil. A.
]. R. Russell-Wood reminds us that to be "accompanied" was one of
the most "frequent and heartfelt concerns" of those facing death. 23
In other locales epidemics were as bad, and probably worse,
than in St. Augustine. Yellow fever killed one-third of the population

23

period are generally more succinct than those of earlier years (and in later
years).
I do not attribute the unevenness of the records to the demands on the
priests as does Theodore G. Corbett that "in years of catastrophic deaths,
the curate could not keep up with the number of burials." in "Population
Structure in Hispanic St. Augustine, 1629-1763," Florida Historical Quarterly 54
(1976): 263-284, quote on 265. The actual number of deaths probably did not
reach a level that interfered with the priest's record-keeping.
Susan Richbourg Parker, "The Third Order of St. Francis of Colonial Spanish
Florida," in From La Florida to La California: FranciscanEvangelization in the Spanish
Borderlands, ed. Timothy]. Johnson and Gert Melville (Berkeley: Academy of
Franciscan History, 2013), 215-217; A.J. R. Russell-Wood, "Prestige, Power and
Piety in Colonial Brazil: The Third Orders of Salvador," Hispanic American
Historical Review 69 ( 1989): 78-79.
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of Havana and the Yucatan in 1649. 24 Epidemics in Spain and
much of Europe drastically thinned the populations, creating in
_ Spain a "crisis of mortality." It is believed that between 1590 and
1610 repeated pestilence wiped out one-tenth of the population
of Castile. In the realms of Valencia and Mallorca one-fifth of the
population perished from epidemics. In the cities of Barcelona
and Sevilla approximately one-half died between 1647 and 1652.
In Cataluiia between 1650 and 1654, a great plague reputedly
claimed 30,000 lives. Spaniards' "weakness for city life" enabled the
pathogens to spread rapidly and efficiently in the close quarters of
urban settings. 25
Plagues and pestilence in other areas of the Americas and
in Europe meant a shortage of new European or Euro-American
residents for St. Augustine. With little in-migration St. Augustine's
population became intermarried and endogamous, at best selfsustaining, in light of the assaults of pathogens. In the middle of
the seventeenth century epidemics began to abate in all locations
although they continued to reappear, just with less frequency and
fewer mortal consequences. 26 Thirty-five years ago Amy Bushnell
recognized the role of disease and population loss as a factor
that frustrated the economic expansion of cattle ranching in La
Florida's hinterlands. The same factors can be blamed for St.
Augustine's (lack of) economic development. 27
One scourge replaced another for St. Augustine. Pirates had
threatened St. Augustine since its founding, but with England's
capture of Jamaica from Spain in the middle of the seventeenth
century (1655), that island became a pirate haven. Pirate Robert
Searles's (alias Robert Davis) attack on St. Augustine on May
29, 1668, was a pivotal point in the history of the southeast and

24
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]. R. McNeill, Mosquito Empires: Ecology and War in the Greater Caribbean, 16201914, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 32-36, quote on 33.
Locals Nicolas Ponce de Leon, followed by Pedro Benedit Horruytiner, filled
the governor's position after the death of Governor Salazar. See Appendix
I in Bushnell, King's Coffer, 142. Ibid, 98; idem, "The Menendez Marquez
Cattle Barony at La Chua and the Determinants of Economic Expansion in
Seventeenth Century Florida," Fl,orida Historical Quarterly 56, no. 4 (Aprill 978):
419.
Felipe Fernandez-Armesto, "The Improbable Empire," in Spain: A History, ed.
Raymond Carr (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000),145-147, quote on
145. Henry Kamen, "Vicissitudes ofa World Power," ibid, 167.
Fernandez-Armesto, 148.
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the Atlantic trade. The episode featured international rivalries,
brigandage, and contrasting Spanish and English racial attitudes.
The pirates pillaged St. Augustine, destroying or stealing gold and
silver items from the church. Sixty residents died in the raid and
pirates kidnapped seventy men, women and children; Governor
Guerra ransomed some of the prisoners by providing water, meat
and wood for the pirates. Searles did not release the non-white
captives, stating that he had a patent from the governor ofJamaica
to regard Indians, Negroes and mulattoes as slaves even if they were
free. With so many of its residents dead or kidnapped, the raid
represented a monstrous loss to St. Augustine's small population. 28
The pirates had boasted that they would return and make St.
Augustine their own. Whether they truly intended to do so or
merely mouthed typical pirate braggadocio, the Spanish crown
took the threat seriously. Spain could not risk Florida's possession
by another nation or even by a group of outlaws. The raid served
as the proximate cause for strengthening St. Augustine's defense
works and increasing military manpower to preserve Spain's physical
presence on the continent and protect the intercontinental and
transoceanic shipping lane.
Spain 's Queen Mariana, regent for her underage son, King
Charles II, quickly responded to the plight and recommendations
of the royal officials of St. Augustine. In the spring of the next
year she decreed that payments be made to Florida on time with
additional funds provided to begin the construction of a masonry
fort. In October she ordered the viceroy of New Spain to consult
with the newly appointed governor in Florida Manuel de Cendoya
about the project. At 4:00 p.m. on October 2, 1672, Governor
Cendoya put the first shovel in the ground to begin construction
of Castillo de San Marcos.
New Residents from Carolina

Even before the Spanish in St. Augustine could break ground
for the masonry fortification, English colonists had set up the
colony of (South) Carolina in 1670. For St. Augustine residents,
28

Luis Rafael Arana "The Basis of a Perma nent Fortification," El Escribano 6
(1969): 3-17, details the attack. Luis Rafael Arana and Albert Manucy, The
Building of Castillo de San Marcos (n.p.: Eastern National Park and Monument
Association, 1977) , 8. Assuming it h ad a population of 1,200 to 1,400 at this
point, the city lost 4 to 5 % of its people.
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the English were now just too close. Carolina's unfree colonists
took advantage of the proximity of the Spanish capital and began
. to seek freedom in St. Augustine. In January 1672 John Radcliffe,
a white indentured servant, may have been the first to set out from
Carolina in hope of reaching the city. Radcliffe was apprehended,
but in the summer of that year, another white indentured servant,
Brian Fitzpatrick, did succeed in reaching Florida and freedom. 29 In
1674 four white servants from Carolina claimed that their boat had
wrecked near the mission of Santa Catalina. But it wasn't a sailing
mishap that brought them to the shore of Spanish Florida; they
fled Carolina to come to St. Augustine "to be free" of obligations,
bad treatment and lack of food. In St. Augustine, Florida's officials
questioned the fugitives about conditions in Carolina: fortifications,
weaponry, boats, number of settlers, food supplies. 3°For more than
a century others would follow their daring predecessors. Once in
St. Augustine, their lives might take several paths. Some escapees
probably sailed out of St. Augustine, possibly as crewmen. Some
remained to add their skills, energies and personal histories to the
city. With the Castillo construction project during the last quarter
of the seventeenth century demanding laborers of all sorts, ablebodied residents were welcome, and the parish records document
the runaways who converted (if not already Catholic) and those
who married and had children.
Enslaved blacks soon replaced indentured whites as the
workforce in Carolina. They too embarked on freedom-seeking
journeys to Florida. In August 1687, eleven enslaved African
workers-eight men, two women and a 6--month old girl-pushed
off in their boat from a river bank in Carolina and headed for
Spanish Florida. After arriving in St Augustine, the men worked
"with much care" 31 on the Castillo project, the two women served
and stayed at the governor's house, where the infant remained with
her mother. In January the baby girl of"infidel parents, father from

29
30

31

Timothy Paul Grady, AngW-Spanish Rivalry in Colonial South-East America, 16501725 (London: Pickering & Chatto, 2010), 45.
Statements of Diego Flamenco, Thomas Vide,Jugo Jordan and Carlos Miller,
enclosed in Nicolas Ponce de Leon, 1674 May 8, SC AGI 58-1-35/ 16. Thanks
to Amy Bushnell for sharing this and related sources on indentured workers.
Quote in Royal Officials to the King, 1689 March 8, cited in Irene Wright,
"Dispatches of Spanish Officials Bearing on the Free Negro Settlement of
Gracia Real de Santa Teresa de Mose," journal of Negro History 9 (1924): 151.
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Barbados and mother from Bermuda" was baptized and given the
Christian name of Marfa Ger6nima. 32 Over several weeks following
Easter 1688, the adults, by then "well instructed in the precepts and
mysteries of our Holy Faith" were baptized one or two at a time,
including the parents of Marfa Ger6nima. 33 Black slaves living in
St. Augustine served as sponsors for the former Carolina slaves,
but a few had white sponsors. Once the escapees were baptized,
the Spanish felt more responsibility and obligation to keep them
in Florida to prevent their "losing [the opportunity] to live as
Christians." 34 This attitude repeated the stance of the Spanish friars
on Indians during the 1602 inquiry.

AN ew Pirate Scourge
The Castillo did not discourage pirates. In the early 1680s
seaborne outlaws operated about a dozen ships in the Gulf
Stream and ranged from Carolina to Campeche (Mexico) and
along Florida's west coast. In 1682 pirates captured a frigate
from St. Augustine bound for Havana. They attacked at the Bar
of Mosquitos (now called Ponce de Leon Inlet near New Smyrna
Beach) .Other freebooters attacked along Florida's Gulf coast at
Fort San Marcos de Apalache (south of Tallahassee) and ascended
the Suwanee River to steal from cattle ranches in Timucua. The
next year privateer Nicolas de Grammont landed at Matanzas
Inlet and headed for St. Augustine. Spanish soldiers intercepted
and stopped the raiders about 3 miles from the town. The pirates
retreated to their boats, sailed for St. Augustine and anchored at
the St. Augustine Inlet in plain view of the townspeople, perhaps to
taunt them. In 1684 Thomas Hinckley (rendered phonetically in
Spanish spelling 'Jingle" [Hinglay]) set out to raid St. Augustine,
but a storm scattered the pirates' ships along the coast north of
St. Augustine. In 1686 Grammont again aimed for St. Augustine.

32
33
34

Baptism of Maria Ger6nima, 1688 January 20, CPR. The baptismal record
notes that she was ten months old.
Quote in baptism of Manuel, 1688 April 25, CPR.
CPR, Baptism of Antonio de la Cruz, 1688 May 3; ofJose, 1688 May 9; ofBaltasar
and Domingo, 1688May 16; of Maria Josepha and Simon Jose, 1688 May 30; of
Juan Antonio and Mariana, 1688 June 6; ofJuan Jose, 1688 July 18, CPR. Quote
in Royal Officials to the King, March 8, 1689, in Wright "Dispatches," 151.
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Once more, Spanish forces stopped him before he reached the
town and this time seized one of his boats. 35
Why was there a spate of pirate activity against St. Augustine
in the early 1680s? Charles Town had been established in South
Carolina in 1670 and the colony's governor, Joseph Morton, and
other officials allowed the pirates to live in the new town and on
nearby barrier islands. 36 In September 1686 John Clar testified
in St. Augustine that "Captains Cahopal and Thomas Jingle have
their houses and haciendas" at Charles Town. Clar also noted that
Captain Chacopal [sic] boasted that he "had built in San Jorge a
white house on a bank of the great river" and also bragged that he
had left in Carolina "much wealth" seized during raids in Mexico. 37
Not only were the Carolinians abetting pirates, but groups of Scots
had begun a settlement known as Stuart's Town in 1684 on Santa
Elena. (Santa Elena, today known as Parris Island, had been the
capital of Spanish La Florida a century earlier) . Stuart's Town lay
within territory still claimed by Spain, according to the 1670 Treaty
of Madrid. 38
Fed up with the pirates and threatened by the proximity of
Stuart's Town, Governor Juan Marquez Cabrera asked for help
from Havana to retaliate and to oust the Scots. Two Spanish galliots
(galeotas), commanded by seasoned pirate fighters, were dispatched
from Havana. At St. Augustine the vessel so recently captured from
Grammontjoined the two galliots, and the three boats headed for
Carolina. The fleet stopped first on August 17 at Stuart's Town,
where they found only a bewildered 17-year-old boy. Warned that

35
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Arana, "Pirate Raid," in El Escribano; Arana and Manucy, Building of Castillo,
30; John E. Worth, The Struggl,e for the Georgia Coast (Tuscaloosa: University of
Alabama Press, 2007), 146-147.
Robert M. Weir comments that Carolina settlers refused to establish themselves
in compact townships but spread out in isolated plantations along the rivers.
See Robert M. Weir, Colonial South Carolina: A History (Columbia: University of
South Carolina Press, 1997), 61. The Spanish, on the other hand, were urban
oriented.
Ibid., 61-64; declaration of Juan Clar, St. Augustine, 1686 September 23 in
Worth, Georgia Coast, 150. San Jorge (Saint George) was the Spanish name for
Carolina.
While the Treaty of Madrid was clear on Spain's relinquishing claims to Jamaica
and Virginia, it was not as clear in establishing effective settlement dates in the
area of Charleston (S.C.). J. Leitch Wright comments that "[t]hough these
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the Spanish were coming, the other settlers abandoned the town. 39
The Spanish set Stuart's Town on fire. Then the raiding party from
St. Augustine moved into English territory and before August 24
attacked Edisto Island. The Spanish plundered plantations on
the island, including one that belonged to Governor Morton.
At Morton's place the Spanish found evidence that the English
governor was indeed abetting the pirates. There was a large silver
candle stick stolen from a church in Campeche. Other Roman
Catholic religious items were also in the house. The Spanish
captured two white indentured servants and eleven black slaves. 40
Did the Spanish raiders feel some recompense for the times that St.
Augustine was attacked and residents kidnapped? Two days after
the raid on Edisto, the little fleet was caught in a hurricane. A large
wave lifted and capsized the flagship, El Rosario. Captain Alejandro
Tomas de Leon, commander of the expedition, and the flagship
were lost. The other two vessels made repairs and limped back to
St. Augustine.
The 1686 raids launched from St. Augustine receive little
notice in the history of the city, probably because St. Augustine was
not the venue of the action. Yet the raids were a pivotal point in the
history of the city, of the southeast and of the sea lanes of Florida
and the Gulf of Mexico. Histories of colonial Carolina as well as
of the southeast region recognize its importance. The Floridians'
1686 raids demonstrated to the English in Carolina, in Barbados,
and in England that they could not raid and steal with impunity.
Floridians too could rob and burn coastal English settlements.
Florida had demonstrated that it intended to give as good as it
got. After the raids both colonies made plans to attack each other,
but the Lords Proprietors of Carolina forbade the Carolinians to
strike back at the Spanish in Florida, with whom England was then
supposedly at peace. 41
Historians of Carolina reveal that the Spanish raids
accomplished more than retaliation, destruction and some prize
hostages and goods. The damage from the raids disrupted economic
39

40

41

Weir notes by the time the Spanish wiped out the settlement of Stuart's Town,
no more than twenty-five of the original 150 settlers were alive and well enough
to bear arms. See Weir, 62.
Testimonies by several witnesses in Worth, Georgia Coast, 150-160. An inscription
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development of Carolina. Ben Marsh and Bertrand Van Ruyrnbeke
comment that the destruction resulting from 1686 raids against St.
· Augustine "scuppered plans to raise silk in that promising region." 42
After the Spanish raids, the pirate attacks targeting St. Augustine
ceased and English settlement was limited no further south than
Charles Town for at least another fifteen years-through the end of
the century. St. Augustine enjoyed a period free of attacks until the
devastating invasion from Carolina in 1702.

New Men and New Money in St. Augustine
A decree to increase troop strength issued by Queen Mariana
in April 1669 not only boosted St. Augustine's manpower, it shook
up the endogamous population-a problem for governors and other
officials. Before then, Spain did not replenish Florida's troops, and
local men staffed the garrison despite directives by the crown to
the contrary. Royal orders had allowed native-born soldiers only
as a "stop-gap" when military units fell below strength. But in the
absence of incoming replacements, both the military and local
women chose locally born men by default. As the population
perpetuated itself, residents became ever more complexly related.
Marginal notations in marriage records reflected the intricate
family networks. The family connections of groom Francisco de
Florencia and bride Ana Marfa de Arguelles were so intertwined
that the priest noted that the union required a "dispensation for
blood relationship described as "of third with third degree on
mother's side and of third with fourth degree on father's side." 43
In the spirit of the queen's decree, in 1670 fifty-one men
arrived from Mexico, but the St. Augustine residents were
displeased with their poor character. "None of them was highly
regarded." 44 Then, Spain boosted its Florida's forces further with
men from the Iberian peninsula. Governor Marques Cabrera, who
was more contemptuous of creoles than any other governor, began
a determined program of dismissal of natives until the garrison
reached an all-time low in manpower. Within a week of his arrival
on November 30,1680, the governor began "erasing" Florida-born
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men from the garrison. Within eighteen months Marques Cabrera
had mustered out fifty-three locals who were in military service
at the time of his arrival. St. Augustine's residents watched the
governor remove their fathers, sons, brothers and husbands from
the army and cast them into the world of the unemployed. Literal
translation of the language in the reports provides the chilling
message to the local families: "Se le borr6 su plaza" (his man-space
was erased, rubbed out). What did this mean for St. Augustine-born
men? Some like Lt. Francisco Bernal Castillo headed to Havana
for military service when the governor eliminated him from the
garrison. Amy Bushnell says that some of the dismissed became
cowhands on Florida's ranches. And there were exceptions: the
Spanish crown ordered in 1691 that the son of Marina de Lara,
although a St. Augustine-born male, could enlist when of age to
support his mother. 45
Fifty soldiers had arrived with Marques Cabrera in 1680.
Marques "shanghaied" an additional thirty-eight Spanish troops for
Florida service in 1684, and thirty more men arrived the following
year. In the late 1680s Juan de Ayala Escobar brought another
eighty soldiers directly from Spain. 46 According to these numbers,
198 new soldiers arrived in St Augustine in the decade of the 1680s.
By the end of the 1680s, about sixty percent of the soldiers had not
been in Florida when the decade began.
St. Augustine's white, female population had mirrored the
military in reliance on local men for husbands. The white female
population was almost exclusively creole, descending from the
earliest settlers. After Spain's program to enlarge fighting forces,
many women found husbands among the soldiers arriving from
Spain, Cuba or Mexico to man the garrison. In the face of the
immigrant husbands' limited access to real property, St. Augustine's
society responded by providing homes, or at least land for homes,
for the families formed by the marriage of a local woman and an
"incoming" man. As construction of the Castillo de San Marcos
proceeded, the area between the new fortification and the earlier
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part of the town (the latter near and south of the plaza) began to
fill with homes 47 St. Augustine's women were able to offer home
sites to prospective husbands, who could not bring family lands
with him. In St. Augustine after 1680, marriage to a locally born
man meant economic uncertainty, and women had a compelling
financial reason to marry a peninsular (Iberian born) in addition to
the ascribed status that birth in Spain carried. Women passed on
homes to their daughters to provide for the next generations as the
Spanish crown continued to send peninsular men to be soldiers
in St Augustine. 48

Buildings "To Last a Lifetime"
More people and more money is a timeless recipe for economic
growth and improvement, and so it was for St Augustine in the last
quarter of the 1600s. Amy Bushnell noted that St. Augustine was a
"busy, prosperous place," during the Castillo project; almost all of
the pesos spent on the Castillo went to pay wages and buy rations.
The Florida creoles were ready to take advantage of the heightened
demand for foodstuffs and the cattle ranch at la Chua (Gainesville
area) began operating at full strength, employing workers at the
ranch, workers to move the meat source, and prepare it for food
and hides. Young contract Indians came to the capital, enjoying
the "bright lights" and temptations of St. Augustine in comparison
to the more bucolic life in the missions and ranches. 49
Better economic conditions called for better housing. And
as with the new fortification, in St. Augustine better buildings
meant buildings that would not rot. Over and over local officials
47

48
49
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commended shell stone because it "it will last a lifetime," and
"will not need to be repaired as were the old wooden houses."
-They did not mention fear of fire as the reason to turn toward
masonry building material. In 1690, more than a century after
Pedro Menendez Marquez first wrote of coquina in 1583, Governor
Diego de Quiroga y Losada built La Florida's "executive mansion"
of coquina. Quiroga began St. Augustine's first masonry governor's
residence at the property that the crown had purchased from
Governor Mendez Canzo in the first years of the 1600s. Within
days of his arrival, Quiroga had penned his complaints about the
official residence being in such disrepair that "the rains come
in." The building needed repairs to the roof, fences and floors.
He reminded that it was the crown's obligation to maintain the
royal houses and that the crown was responsible for the "shingles,
boards and other wood necessary." The new governor's house of
coquina was built in 200 days. His master builder appraised the new
governor's house at 6,400 pesos (a St. Augustine price) and stated
that it would have been worth 10,000 to 12,000 pesos in Havana.
The quarries that supplied the stone for Castillo de San Marcos
were now the source for other new buildings. Quiroga ordered
more royal houses built. 50
The governor released coquina from royal quarries for private
construction using a cadre of craftsmen who had been trained to
work with the shell stone during the construction of Castillo de San
Marcos. And the availability of easy credit (in a 17th-century form)
made masonry homes even more attractive. Royal policy permitted
soldiers to pledge their salaries to finance new structures. Although
Quiroga wrote that he "gave" unfinished stones ( ripio) and lime
to some persons, he did not mean at no cost. Each person "was
charged against the situado" for the material. Thus, soldiers drew
against their pay from the crown for coquina, which cost the crown
nothing as it was merely dug from quarries on crown land. 51 As
many of the new soldiers came from Castilla and Andaluda
(Spain), masonry homes would have been familiar. The aridity of
those regions did not nurture forests, and masonry construction
50
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was, if nothing else, a default choice. Leopoldo Torres Balbas
wrote of Andalucfa that "construction materials are stone, in the
form of rubble ( mamposteria) for the most part .... The arboreal
vegetation is scarce and wood for building is scarce and poor." By
1702 about ten percent of the homes in St. Augustine were built of
coquina, sixteen of a total of 175 homes. 52
Some time in the month of August of 1695 the construction
work for Castillo de San Marcos was completed. The project
had dominated St. Augustine's existence for twenty-three years
although often in fits and starts. Its walls were basically rot proof
although the wooden elements of the building would deteriorate.
It would not easily succumb to fire. Who can say how many attacks
were never launched, never even conceived, because of the strong
masonry fortress?
Floridians could now turn their attention to other aspects of
St. Augustine's built environment. St. Augustine was accustomed
to sea water flooding its streets, a problem which persists to this
day. Funds had been authorized for construction of a stone seawall
at the very end of 1691 and Governor Laureano Torres y Ayala
initiated the work after his arrival in 1693. By 1701 the seawall was
still only half completed. 53
In 1700 St. Augustine's residents had reason, for the most
part, to be positive about the future. The decades of epidemics
and accompanying population and economic stasis were two
generations in the past. The fear of pirates' attacks on St.
Augustine itself or on the funds on ships bound for La Florida was
much reduced. A fortress that would prove to be very endurable
protected the city and offered a haven for refuges. The town
itself had expanded, and the more influential and highly-placed
residents were moving into masonry homes, expected to last for
at least decades and not deteriorate before their eyes. Perhaps the
residents enjoyed a sense of stability that had eluded them since St.
Augustine's 1565 founding. Yet any sense of calm must have been
dampened by the knowledge that Spanish-mission Indians were
moving ever closer to St. Augustine or were killed or captured by
the English or defected to Carolina.
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